This study presents a self-organizing H C M C (Hierarchical Cerebellar Model Arithmetic Computer) neural network classifier which contains a self-organizing input space module and a hierarchical CMAC neural network. The conventional C M C can be viewed as a basis jimction network (BFN) and performs well in terms of its fast learning speed, local generalization capability for approximating nonlinear functions. However, the conventional CMAC has an enormous memory requirement, and its performance heavily depends on the approach of input space quantization. To solve these problems, this study presents a novel hierarchical CMAC neural network module capable of resolving both the enormous memory requirement in the conventional C M C and high dimensional problems. Also proposed herein is a selforganizing input space module that uses Shannon's entropy measure and the golden section search method to appropriately determine the input space quantization according to the distribution of training data sets. Experimental results indicate that the self-organizing HCMAC indeed has a fast learning ability and low memory requirement. Moreover, the self-organizing H C M C classrjier has a better classrjication ability than other classif ers. . Owing to its fast learning property, good generalization capability, and ease of implementation by hardware, CMAC has been applied in many real-world applications such as robotic control, signal processing, and pattern recognition [3]. However, CMAC model of Albus has two major limitations: enormous memory size requirement for resolving highdimensional problems and difficult in selecting the memory structure parameters [4 I. Furthermore, the conventional CMAC performs an equal-sized approach for the input space quantization without considering various distributions of training data sets.
. Owing to its fast learning property, good generalization capability, and ease of implementation by hardware, CMAC has been applied in many real-world applications such as robotic control, signal processing, and pattern recognition [3] . However, CMAC model of Albus has two major limitations: enormous memory size requirement for resolving highdimensional problems and difficult in selecting the memory structure parameters [4 I. Furthermore, the conventional CMAC performs an equal-sized approach for the input space quantization without considering various distributions of training data sets.
To satisfy enormous memory requirement, Albus [2] partitioned a control problem into hierarchies of CMAC control levels. That investigation viewed CMAC as a form of function subroutine which accepts an input command and produces a string of outputs to execute the input command [2] . Although Albus proposed this concept in 1975, this problem has seldom been addressed in recent years. Based on this concept, Lin and Li presented a unique learning structure composed of small two-dimensional CMACs to solve high-dimensional problems [SI. However, their proposed structure has its limitations. For instance, adequate block numbers, appropriate resolution, and sufficient sub-modules of two-dimensional CMAC must be given heuristically to obtain a good learning capability for nonlinear functions. Also, different permutations of input variables must be given in advance to construct all submodules of two-dimensional CMACs. Restated, the proposed structure does not work well if the architecture of sub-modules is not appropriately considered. For some pattern classification problems with a larger feature dimension (such as Lung's data set [6], 56 feature dimensions), Lin and Li's method suffers from the permutation explosion problem of input variables. Therefore, their proposed method cannot handle classification problems with larger feature dimensions.
In this study, we propose a self-organizing hierarchical CMAC (HCMAC) neural network classifier which contains a self-organizing input space module and a HCMAC neural network. The self-organizing input space module is based on Shannon's entropy measure [7] and the golden section search method [SI to appropriately determine the input space quantization based on the various distributions of input training data. Furthermore, the proposed hierarchical CMAC neural network can effectively overcome the enormous memory requirement problem in original CMAC model because the new structure can partition a highdimensional problem into several manageable twodimensional sub-problems. Also presented herein is a gradient-descent learning rule to train the proposed selforganizing HCMAC classifier. Our results demonstrate that our self-organizing HCMAC classifier can achieve good classification ability for high-dimensional pattern classification problems.
2. Differentiable GCMAC To derive the self-organizing HCMAC model, we first introduce the differentiable CMAC technique. Since the conventional CMAC uses a constant basis function to model the hypercube structure, its output is constant within each quantized state and the derivative information of input and output variables cannot be preserved [9] . The nondifferentiable property leads to some limitations when using the conventional CMAC in real-world applications. Therefore, Chiang & Lin [9] proposed a differentiable CMAC to solve this problem. Their study includes a nonconstant differentiable Gaussian basis function to model the hypercube structure. Herein, CMAC that uses a nonconstant differentiable Gaussian basis function is termed as a differentiable GCMAC. The mathematical formulation of the one-dimensional Gaussian basis function 4 can be described as equation (1).
where m is a mean (or hypercube center), ( arbitrarily expanded using this binary tree topology. We also derive the gradient descent learning rule based on the concept of differentiable GCMAC for the HCMAC neural network. Figure 1 contains four-input features labeled as s, , where s, ( i = 1,2, ..., 4 ) represents the ith input feature in the HCMAC neural network, y , ( j = 1 , 2 ) is the jth output of hidden layer, and y(s) is the output of the HCMAC neural network for a specific input state s . For simplicity, this smallest topology structure is adopted herein to infer the learning rule of the HCMAC neural network. The learning rule for the HCMAC neural network is derived by using the smallest topology structure (Figure 1 ) to illustrate the detailed inference procedure. The concepts of differentiable GCMAC and the gradient descent method are employed to infer the learning rule herein. Since the GCMAC of the Lth layer is an output node, the conventional CMAC learning rule is used to update the weight parameters. Also, for deriving the weights updating formulas of the hidden layer GCMACs, an error cost function E is defined as follows:
Self-organizing HCMAC Classifier
This section presents a novel hierarchical CMAC architecture and a self-organizing approach of input space quantization based on Shannon's entropy measure as well as the golden section search method. Also presented herein is a gradient-descent learning rule to train the proposed selforganizing HCMAC neural network. A. HCMAC Architecture A Hierarchical CMAC (HCMAC) neural network consists of two-dimensional differentiable GCMACs. Figure 1 illustrates a smallest topology structure of the HCMAC neural network, indicating that each GCMAC includes two features as inputs, and the output values of first layer GCMACs are served as input values of the second layer GCMACs. The HCMAC's architecture can be L where >(s) is the desired output value of the HCMAC neural network for input state s , and y(s) is the actual output of the HCMAC neural network for input state s .
According to the structure of HCMAC neural network, three parameters, i.e. weight w , variance (T and mean m , must be tuned to achieve the learning process for each GCMAC. In our proposed method, when the actual output and desired output are different, three parameters of GCMAC, in the output layer L are first updated. The error is then back-propagated from the Lth layer to the L-lth hidden layer for updating the parameters of GCMAC, and GCMAC,. The inference procedures of the learning rule are summarized as follows: 1) Update the GCMAC, of the output layer r=l where Aw, is the updated weight value of the j f h actual memory in the GCMAC,, wj is the weight value of the jth actual memory in the GCMAC,, a is a learning rate, and Ne is the number of mapped hypercubes for input state s. where Am,, is the updated mean value of the ith dimension for the j f h mapped hypercube of input state s in the GCMAC,, m,, is the mean of the ifh dimension for the j f h mapped hypercube of input state s in the GCMAC,, and a is a learning rate.
2) Update the GCMAC, and GCMAC, of the hidden layer layer (Figure 1 ) can be derived as follows:
First, the learning rule of the GCMAC, in the hidden where AW, is the updated weight value of the j f h actual memory in the GCMAC,, w, is the j f h weight value of actual memory in the GCMAC,, a, is a learning rate, and
Ne is the number of mapped hypercubes for input state s.
The derivative can be derived as equation (1 1 
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where Am,, is the updated mean value of the ifh dimension for the j t h mapped hypercube of input state s in the GCMAC,, m,, is the mean of the ith dimension for the j f h mapped hypercube of input state s in the GCMAC,, and a is a learning rate.
Similarly, the learning rule of the GCMAC, in the hidden L-1 layer (Figure 1) can be derived as GCMAC,.
Equations (5) to (10) indicate that the difference between the desired and the actual outputs is backpropagated from the GCMAC in the output layer to the hidden layer GCMACs by derivative information ofand -ay(s) . The derivatives information of_ay(s) can then be obtained as equation (1 1 where W j is the weight value of the j f h actual memory in the GCMAC,,. U,, is the variance of the ifh dimension for the j t h mapped hypercube of input state s in the GCMAC,, and m,, is the mean of the ifh dimension for the j t h mapped hypercube of input state s in the GCMAC,.
C. Self-organizing Input Space Module
Owing to its use of a uniform approach to quantize input space for constructing memory allocation, the conventional CMAC approach cannot accurately reflect the actual distribution of training data [lo] . Therefore, an effective approach of input space quantization is proposed to reduce the memory requirement of CMAC. To achieve this goal, two tasks are considered. First, an effective evaluation method is proposed for analyzing the distribution of training data. Second, the quantization of each input feature dimension is determined appropriately based on the distribution analysis of training data. After the quantization information is obtained, the selection vectors of association memory and actual memory allocation are automatically determined.
To evaluate the distribution of training data, Shannon's entropy measure is employed for determining appropriate quantization points. Because each input space of a twodimensional GCMAC is quantized into some intervals, Shannon's entropy of each interval is respectively computed to obtain a measure of pattems' distribution information. Therefore, we define a Shannon's entropy measure as shown in equation (1 3).
where H ( X ) denotes the total Shannon's entropy of a discrete pattern space x for all partitioned intervals and H , ( X ) is the Shannon's entropy of the ifh interval. The H , ( X ) can be computed via equation (14) , N is total number of training data, n, is the data number within the interval, 2 n, = N , and k stands for the total number ifh of intervals.
,=I
Shannon's entropy H, (X) of the ith interval for a discrete pattern space x is defined [7] as equation (14) .
I-1
where J represents the number of categories within the ith interval, and p(x, ) denotes the occurring probability of training pattems of the j f h category within the i I h interval.
Detailed operations of our proposed self-organizing input space method are summarized as follows:
Step Al. Set the initial conditions and define the operations of partition point stack S. Old-entropy: calculate the initial Shannon's entropy based on pattems' distribution as the old-entropy for the nonpartitioned input feature space; Q: quantization list (gather all partitioned points into the quantization list), initially set the quantization list as empty set, i.e. Q={ }; S: partition point stack (partition point stack S performs data operations of first in last out (FILO), it attempts to determine the searching intervals). Initially set the partition point stack S={ r }, where r is the right-most searching point. StepA3. Evaluate the total Shannon's entropy for all partitioned intervals obtained by the golden section search method. If new-entropy < old-entropy, then go to Step A4, else go to Step A6. StepA4. Add the partitioned point P, into the Assign new-entropy as old entropy, add P, into the quantization list Q, and use the operation PUSH ( 4 ) to push the partition point 4 into the partition point stack S. quatnization list Q.
Step AS. Shrink the searching space.
Let r = 4 ; Go to Step A2.
Step A6. Detect stop criterion. If all partitioned intervals in interval of input feature input feature space are completely searched, then go to Step A8 else go to Step A7.
Step A7. Handle next partitioned interval. Let I =POP (S), and r = TOP (S); Go to Step A2.
Step AS. Obtain all near optimal partitioned points, All near optimal partitioned points are stored in the quantization list Q.
The golden section search operation can be summarized as follows:
Step B1. Set initial conditions and define the searching parameters. [I,.] : searching interval given from Step A2, and then set = I and rk = r ; k : iteration number, initially set k = 0 ; L : length of the searching interval, L = rk -1, ; a : the golden section ratio (a = 0.61 8) ; bk : left-hand evaluation point in the kth iteration,
ck : right-hand evaluation point in the k'h iteration, ck = Ik + ; 1, : left-most searching boundary in the klh iteration; rk : right-most searching boundary in the k'h itkration; E : stop criterion;
Step B2. Evaluate Shannon's entropy of partitioned points bk and c k determined by the golden section ratio a , respectively.
Step B3. Shrink the right-most searching interval to the right evaluation point. Let lk+l =lk 7 rk+l = ck ck+l = bk 7
and then terminate this process.
If H ( b k ) 5 H ( C k ) , then go to
Step B3, Else go to Step B4. bk+l = lk+l 4-(1 -CZ)(rk+l -1k+1) , and then g0 to Step B5.
Step B4. Shrink the left-most searching interval to the left evaluation point. Let Step B5. Let k = k + 1 , and detect stop criterion.
If L > E , then go to
Step B2.
Step B6. Reserve the partition point with lowest
Shannon's entropy as a near optimal partition point. Here, the average value of the left-most boundary Ik+l and the right-most boundary rk+l is computed as a near optimal partition point.
Experiments
In order to demonstrate the classification performance of our self-organizing HCMAC neural network classifier, ten benchmark's data sets getting from the UCI repository [6] are used to identify it.
A. Iris Data
Several different kinds of classification methods are compared with our proposed self-organizing HCMAC on the Iris data classification problem. In Hisao Ishibuchi's study [ll] , the performance of twenty classification methods was examined by the leaving-one-out procedure for the Iris data. Experiment shows that 96.8% test accuracy is obtained by the self-organizing HCMAC classifier on the Iris data classification problem. Test accuracy of other models reported in Hisao Ishibuchi's research is summarized in Table 1 [ll]. For the case of random resampling procedure with 50% training patterns and 50% test patterns, our proposed self-organizing HCMAC classifier has the best classification accuracy on the Iris data. Results of the random resampling procedure (50% training patterns and 50% test patterns).
B. Several Benchmark Data Sets Testing from UCI Repository
In this section, we use nine benchmark's data sets from the UCI repository [6] to further demonstrate the classification performance for our proposed self-organizing HCMAC classifier. Experimental conditions are the same as previous experiment. We also give ten independent runs, and a half of original data patterns are used as training data (randomly selected) and the remaining patterns are used as testing data. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the training and  testing classification results, respectively. From experimental results, we find that there are two special cases that the BP algorithm cannot converge to the specified MSE under several assigned learning rates. They are Soy and Promoter data, which respectively include 208 and 226 features. Furthermore, for the conventional CMAC, the memory requirement will overload so that the learning process cannot be executed on our performed platform (Pentium I1 350 CPU, 128MB RAM, 8 GB hard disk) when the input dimension exceeds 6. The results show that the conventional CMAC needs huge amount of memory requirement. On the other hand, the experimental results of HCMAC and self-organizing HCMAC are encouraging because they can have good training and testing classification accuracy for these data sets that the BP algorithm and conventional CMAC cannot work well. 
Conclusion
This study proposes a self-organizing HCMAC neural network classifier, which contains two modules: a selforganizing input space module and a HCMAC classifier. The self-organizing input space module is based on Shannon's entropy measure and the golden section search method to appropriately determine the input space quantization. In this manner, the memory structure of HCMAC can be automatically determined based on the distribution of input patterns. Furthermore, our proposed self-organizing HCMAC classifier includes a non-constant differentiable Gaussian basis function to preserve the derivative information. Also proposed herein is a gradient descent method capable of serving as a learning rule. Also, the HCMAC learning model can overcome the enormous memory size requirement of the conventional CMAC to solve higher dimensional problems. Experimental results indicate that the self-organizing HCMAC has a high learning speed and low memory requirement. Additionally, the self-organizing HCMAC classifier has a good classification ability. Moreover, the self-organizing HCMAC classifier has the best classification accuracy in our test data sets than other conventional classifiers.
Furthermore, each HCMAC module of self-organizing HCMAC classifier can be trained independently. Above results demonstrate that the self-organizing HCMAC can solve high dimensional classification problems and can be easily implemented on distributed and parallel processing systems.
